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Age is a wonderful thing. With age  
comes maturity and with maturity comes 
experience. Celebrating 125 years of  
Holmes Mann presents such a broad  
wave of emotions that putting them  
into a concise package has probably been 
the most difficult packaging task to date. 
Representing the company that has been 
in my family for generations is a great 
honour and I consider myself incredibly 
fortunate to have you reading this today. 

So what does 125 years mean to us?  
More importantly, what does it mean for 
you? You’ll be pleased to hear that we 
haven’t put on our slippers and sunk into 
our arm chairs just yet. Rather, the fire 
of ambition that set the Holmes Mann 
wheels in motion all those years ago still 
burns strong in us all. We believe 2015 is 
the year that we all push ourselves further 
to improve and build on the service you 
already know and love. 

We live in an age now where innovations 
happen everyday. You, our customers,  
are living and working in an era where  
productivity is at its peak of efficiency 
and your clients are always demanding 
more. 

We at Holmes Mann are locked  
in with these new and exciting times. 
We’re on the cutting edge of packaging 
technology and innovation meaning we 
can work faster and more efficiently to 
keep up with your client’s demands. We 
want to work hand-in-hand with bringing 
all of our customers, old and new, to  
the new frontier of product delivery 
through intelligent packaging design.

So what does 125 years mean for us all? 
It means that we at Holmes Mann have 
the knowledge and expertise to be ready 
for anything you bring through our doors. 
We’ve been established since 1890 and 
we’re still passionate about packaging. 

Barny Holmes 
Managing Director

We are your one stop packaging shop.

PackaGinG and  
macHinerY solUtions



cardBoard tUBes
More than meets the eye and not just a 
toy lightsaber. We manufacture all of our 
tubes in-house, which means you can 
have them made to your desired size. 

Constructed from high quality cardboard, 
we can make your tubes spiral or straight 
wound. For your spiral tubes, we offer a 
flexo printed inner, or outer, kraft paper 
with up to three different colour designs. 

We also understand that one size doesn’t 
fit all, so we utilise the latest ‘Core  
Cutting’ technology, allowing us to  
offer you narrow cut cores for labels or  
adhesive tape and much more.

• Available spiral or straight wound,

• Printable design kraft on spiral tubes  
 in up to 3 different colours,

• Latest in Core Cutting technology to  
 achieve your desired length. 

cases and Pallets
Our purpose built cases and pallets  
are natural born survivors. Constructed 
from the finest and ethically sourced  
timber, these resilient cases are rigorous 
and travel friendly. They are the staple 
piece of any packaging company and we 
offer our range with pride. 

The heat treated timber we use is  
certified by the UK Wood Packaging  
Material Marking Programme, fully  
audited by the forestry commission in  
compliance with ISPM15, meaning they 
have the all clear to be exported across 
the globe with full traceability. 

• We offer an in-house tailoring service  
 to cater for any dimension,

• All cut and made to order,

• High quality timber sourced from  
 sustainable forests,

• Complies with export regulations.
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cUstom Printed taPe
At Holmes Mann we understand  
that presentation can make or break a 
first impression, so our custom printed 
tape is designed to ensure that your  
message is never ignored. As a standard, 
we offer the more common types of 
printed tape, such as, ‘fragile‘ and  
‘this way up‘, though we also offer  
options that are more bespoke. 

Our in-house print service allows us to 
print your brand identity and other  
information directly onto the tape. We 
are proud of our knowledge of tape and 
we will make sure you are recommended 
the best to suit your application, which 
is why on top of our standard 5 widths, 
we can custom create tape widths and 
lengths to any size you require.

• Standard width tape sizes: 19mm,   
 25mm, 38mm, 50mm & 75mm,

• Custom tape widths available  
 on request,

• Custom designs with in-house printing  
 in up to 3 colours,

• Standard hand roll lengths are 66m  
 and machine rolls are 990m.

cardBoard BoXes
The humble cardboard box is an  
advanced science we’re proud to say 
we’ve mastered. From plain to extravagant 
and thick to thin, we believe we have  
you covered. All our boxes are made to 
order and designed specifically to your 
precise requirements.

Our facilities give us the flexibility to  
create small, single wall die cut cartons,  
all the way up to triple wall, heavy duty 
transit boxes. But to really make your 
package stand out, take advantage  
of our in-house printing services that 
brands your box with your corporate 
logo, web address, product information 
or any other details of your choosing 
directly onto the cardboard. 

• Single wall, double wall and triple wall  
 builds for all manner of protection, 

• In-house printing for brand  
 personalisation,

• Full heavy duty transit packaging  
 options that can be attached to pallets  
 for ease of transport and lifting.
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PackaGinG macHinerY
Holmes Mann are proud to be only  
1 of 2 diamond plus distributors in the UK 
for the Siat range of packaging machinery.
This accolade is the highest achievable 
from Siat in the distributor network. 

We have a dedicated Siat sales team 
working hard behind the scenes to make 
the process flow effortlessly, as well  
as holding a large amount of spares in 
stock at all times. We have over 30  
years of experience with Siat machinery 
and services.

Our range of packaging machinery  
can streamline your production process 
by speeding up the efficiency of your 
production line. Call and arrange a  
visit for a demo now and start to  
transform your business.

• Pallet wrappers, Carton sealers,  
 Case erectors and Heat shrinkers,

• Cost effective and simple  
 to manage, 

• Speedy and efficient production line, 

• Siat trained sales engineers on hand  
 for support, servicing and call outs,

• Cushioning and Strapping Machinery  
 also available to compliment any  
 packaging production line.

PackaGinG materials
What use is a sandwich without  
the filling? Our packaging material  
department is lined from wall to  
wall with all manner of packaging  
options you could need. 

Depending on your requirements, we  
will have the correct packaging material 
on hand to safely package your goods. 

We have you covered with stretch  
film and polypropylene strapping for  
the outside, to bubble wrap and air  
cushioning for the inside. The range is  
vast and varied so you can rest assured 
that there is the perfect material  
on hand to provide first class travel  
conditions for your product.     

• Tapes, both printed & plain,   
 dispensers, stretch film and strapping,

 • Bubble wrap, air cushioning, poly   
 sheets and void fill,

• Machine stretch film, in varying microns  
 and power pre-stretch,

• Plenty of other packaging materials  
 available, such as, corrugated paper  
 rolls, polythene pouches, textile rolling  
 boards, kraft paper rolls & postal bags. 
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We truly value the work we do and  
being a part of the packaging and delivery 
industry, we believe that punctuality is 
paramount. We have a dedicated transport 
department that’s sole aim is to get your 
packaging solution to you on time, so that 
your deadlines are met and achieved. 

Product protection is our speciality and 
has become second nature, so you can  
rest assured that your orders will arrive  
in prime condition. Whatever your  
packaging solution is, from any of our 
departments, you can be sure your box, 
pallet, tubes, tape, bubble wrap or Siat 
packaging machinery will be packaged 
and delivered with care. From concept to 
delivery, it’s the complete package.

• Holmes Mann managed  
 delivery service, 

• Punctuality guaranteed,

• Nationwide delivery, 

• Product safety and quality  
 guarantee.

transPortation & deliVeries


